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Burkina Faso is amongst the poorest countries in the world. The village 
Gando - 5000 inhabitants - is situated 200 km from Burkina Faso’s capital Oua-
gadougou. Like many villages in West Africa, Gando suffers from the effects 
of globalisation. Whoever is born there, has little chance of accessing modern 
education. With an illiteracy rate of over 80 % the majority of the people has 
no alternative than agriculture.

Born here as the son of the headman,  I was the first to study abroad. I reinvest 
my knowledge as an architect into the urgently needed infrastructure  in my 
home village. 

Today, in the age of globalisation and computers, the trees and the hangars - 
those traditional meeting places, where knowledge was passed from genera-
tion to generation - are no longer able to supply all the answers.

If it is to develop economically and continue to exist as a community, my vil-
lage has to change. In order to change, Gando needs modern education, in 
addition to traditional knowldege.

In 1998, I founded the association “Schulbausteine für Gando” to raise private 
money and government support to start the development projects in Gando.

The architectural idea was inspired by the trees and hangars for the transfer 
of knowledge. Guided by principles of sustainable development, I stress the 
importance of clay as one of the main building materials. The Gando school 
project teaches the locals how to refine clay and local materials, and how dif-
ferent construction techniques can further improve the performance.

As part of the Gando project, the secondary school will provide the students 
with further skills and knowledge to profit from the change of a globalised 
time.
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A building responding to local climate,
economy and culture as the result 

Architectural idea inspired by 
tree and hangar as meeting place

Traditional compound

Agriculture for livelihood

Tree as meeting place for knowledge transfer

Implementation through participation

Traditional hangar

How far can traditional building structures...

...be applied to modern education?

Traditional hut
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tool 2

Local approval

The construction is approved by local authorities, such as
the village elders and the regional government. The community
provides its own land as construction sites.

tool 4

Ethical standards and social equity

Young and old people from Gando welcome the projects
because they improve their their children‘s future 
through education. The school is open to girls and boys 
regardless of their ethnical backgrounds, religion or
social standards.

tool 1

Participation of the community

The projects motivate the community through cre-
ating new jobs.

On the construction sites, the traditional techniques
are combined with new know-how. It is of a great 
importance to teach and train the locals the new 
techniques in order to keep their independance in 
the building process.

principle 4

Reforestation

Reforestation is part of the design and climate con-
cept of the school projects. The trees and grasses 
filter the air from dust and create high-quality com-
munity space.

The students are responsible for the newly planted 
trees and water them via a specially designed ir-
rigationsystem that carries the water directly to the 
root. This system is used until the roots reach deep 
enough for the ground water.

principle 1

Sustainability through education

The deep motivation of the architect is to build in his home village 
Gando, in Burkina Faso. Burkina Faso is situated in in the West African 
Sahel and is one of the poorest countries in the world. 

With an illiteracy rate of over 90 % of the women and 80 % of the
men, the majority of its people has no alternative than farming.

There is a need for secondary schools in the country because
in the past, only primary schools have been supported financially
by foreign institutions and the government of Burkina Faso.

Through  educational programs for adults and a public library, the
schools in Gando are open to the community, which will be more
effective than official programs implemented by the government.

Women association center - in planning

location: Gando, province Tenkodogo, Burkina Faso, Africa
architect:  Diébédo Francis Kéré, self-employed architect
constructor:  village community  of Gando, women association Songtaaba in co-operation with Schulbausteine für Gando  e.V. 

gross floor space : 370 m²
cost: 60.000 USD 
including furniture

School extension - finished in 2008

location: Gando, province Tenkodogo, Burkina Faso, Africa
architect:  Diébédo Francis Kéré, self-employed architect
constructor:  village community  of Gando in co-operation with Schulbausteine für Gando  e.V.
main sponsor : Hevert-Arzneimittel GmbH & Co KG

gross floor space: 526 m² 
costs: 85.000 USD
including furniture

Primary school - finished in 2001

location: Gando, province Tenkodogo, Burkina Faso, Africa
architect: Diébédo Francis Kéré, self-employed architect
constructor:  village community Gando in co-operation with Schulbausteine für Gando  e.V.

Teachers housing - finished in 2007

location: Gando, province Tenkodogo, Burkina Faso, Africa
architect:  Diébédo Francis Kéré, self-employed architect
constructor:  village community Gando in co-operation with Schulbausteine für Gando  e.V.

gross floor space : 930 m²
costs: 50.500 USD 

gross floor space : 318 m² 
costs: 42.500 USD
including furniture

principle 3

Use of local resources and materials

Most of the construction materials are locally available: granite
stones for the base, clay and fast-growing eucalyptus wood, 
mainly used as firewood. Eucalyptus is an imported tree which 
dries out the soil and does not provide shade. It is one of the aims 
of this project, to demonstrate a sustainable usage of this wood.

principle 2

Social network and platform

The second aim of the school projects is to create a platform
for meeting, learning and teaching.

The most important part of the project is the fact that it 
has been considered as a good model of community work 
throughout the country. But this project has also become a 
job motor for the young workers who were trained by the 
construction techniques. These people were involved as 
labours in the following projects:
Secondary school in Dano, Burkina Faso 2007

Centre de l’architecture de terre in Mopti, Mali 2010

Village opéra in Laongo, Burkina Faso 2011

Training center in Dapaong, Togo building in process

Clinic in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso building in process

Clinic in Leo, Burkina Faso building in process

School in Pouni, Burkina Faso building in process

Library - under construction

location: Gando, province Tenkodogo, Burkina Faso, Africa
architect:  Diébédo Francis Kéré, self-employed architect
constructor:  village community Gando in co-operation with Schulbausteine für Gando  e.V. 
main sponsor : Hevert-Arzneimittel GmbH & Co KG

tool 3

Identification

The participation and identification with the projects in
Gando is very high. Young and old locals appreciate the pro-
jects and help actively in the building process. They collect 
materials like local stones and help by the production of the 
bricks, which are made of clay.

gross floor space : 130 m²
costs: 33.500 Euro 
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cool fresh breeze 
from the west

dry, hot, dusty 
harmattan from the 
east
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Siteplan 1:500

Typical compound in Burkina Faso

Traditional entrance and 
climatic protection

Abstract secondary school model

Climate adapted typology 
according to the wind directions
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Photovoltaic elements for the use of computers

Rainwater tank for irrigating plants

Passive air cooling through water pipes
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1.  Fresh air enters the wind tower through the holes in the letters | 2. The wind tower comprises two divisions 
for east-west winds | 3. The air passes through an underground channel where it is cooled down | 4. The air en-
ters the bedroom and cools it down | 5. The sun heats the air underneath the tin, this enables a stack effect and 
a flow of air to get the used air out of the room.

A    Entrance of the gatehouse |  B    Kitchen |  C    Bathroom |  D    Bedrooom  |  E    Living Area  |  F    Courtyard

Passive air cooling through wind tower

Functional diagram of the passive cooling and irrigation system

         1. Local tree species like mango trees shade 
             the grasses in front of the openings and 
             enable growth

       2. Grasses clean the inflowing air from dust

      3. Grasses and mango trees are irrigated 
           through draining-off water

     4. Dropping water cools down the incoming air

   5. When there is no wind or if the water pipes are out of order the villagers refill the 
       clay pots with rain water, which is collected during the rainy season.

6. The pumped up ground water flowes to the ventilation duct through the plastic hose,
    which is embedded in the bench.

            7. The precooled air enters the class room through the ventilation slots

       8. The used air exits through the slots in the ceiling

9. The hot tin roof facilitates a stack effect and enables a steady airflow into the class room

harmattan
from the east

ventilation duct

cool breeze

shady buffer zoneshady buffer zone

hot tin
roof

windmill 
pump

cooling 
system

green 
earth wall

rain 
reservoir

·The wind pumps the 
groundwater into the 
cooling system

 

·The sun heats up the tin 
roof  and sucks the air 
through the ventilation 
duct into the class rooms 
(stack-effect)
· Dropping water cools the 
air down from 40°c to 35°c
·Residual water runs off 
through the channels

·Water is collected during 
the rainy season ·The water 
is saved underground
·During the dry season, the 
water is used for the cooling 
system and for irrigation 

·The residual water of the 
cooling system irrigates the 
earth wall
·The trees shade the grasses
·The grasses fix the earth 
wall and clean the soaked-in 
air from dust

windmill 
pump

cooling 
system

rainy season

rain 
reservoir

groundwater green 
earth wall

reservoir
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Floor plan / Library 1:100

Section AA / Library 1:100
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Section BB / School module 02 1:100
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Section AA / School module 02 1:100
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Floor plan / School module 02 1:100
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Participation in the construction work

Participation in the construction work

Casting the wall element

Formwork for the wall element
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Wall Elements made of Cast Earth

Construction of the Terracing
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Test cast earth

Construction of the Terracing

1. Foundation made of granite and mortar | 2. Reinforced ring beam made of concrete | 3.  Concrete connection for  reinforcing 
the wall elements | 4.  The shutterings for the wall elements are being set up, filled with cast earth and stripped the formwork the 
following day | 5. Afterwards the ring beam is put in form and casted | 6. At the same time, the formwork for the beam is set up 
and casted | 7. The ring beams and the carrier beams are reinforced and hold the roof construction and the vaults | 8. The wall 
elements contain of earth blend, sand, gravel and cement | 9. The formwork for the vaults is being set up and the vaults are built. 
After stripping the formwork, the vaults are being plastered with lime plaster from the inside.

1. Retaining wall made of granite and concrete
 2. Ventilation duct made of concrete
3. Poles made of eucalyptus
4. Horizontal eucalyptus poles
5. Excavating the ventilation duct
6. Excavation is being filled back in
7. Filled-in earth is being compressed

The earth wall is fixed 
through gum wood | Mango 
trees are planted and wa-
tered by the community | 
Grasses which clean the air 
and fix the earth wall are 
growing in the shadows of 
the trees

The fixing wood disappears 
through termites and rain 
| The earth walls are fixed 
through compression | 
The trees grow and shade 
areas for new seedlings and 
grasses

Grasses are displaced by 
bushes which grow higher 
and denser and take over the 
reinforcement of the wooden 
construction with their roots 
| The roots of the trees hold 
the humus layer and thus the 
water resources on site

For several reasons and because of the 
importance of the project we ran late. 
In order to keep the timeline we have 
decided to build the wall using larger 
clay elements cast in place instead of 
the bricks. The components are similar 
to the bricks. The only difference is the 
added gravel. With one formwork we 
are able to build up the entire project.

This will not only help us to save time, 
it also allowed us to introduce a new 
technique. This underlines the innova-
tive character of our approach.
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